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The Annals 2004-09-01 a j woodman s translation combines accuracy and tacitean invention masterfully
conveying tacitus distinctive and powerful manner of expression and reflecting the best of current
scholarship an introductory essay discusses tacitus career the period about which he wrote the nature of
historical writing in the roman world and the principles of translation which have shaped this rendering
no other translation captures more successfully the flavor nuance and power of tacitus greatest work this
edition includes extensive notes suggestions for further reading appendices explaining political and
military terms and geographical and topographical names imperial family trees maps and an index the
current printing of the 2004 edition includes corrections and revisions made in 2008
The Annals 2004 a j woodman s translation combines accuracy and tacitean invention masterfully conveying
tacitus distinctive and powerful manner of expression and reflecting the best of current scholarship an
introductory essay discusses tacitus career the period about which he wrote the nature of historical
writing in the roman world and the principles of translation which have shaped this rendering no other
translation captures more successfully the flavor nuance and power of tacitus greatest work this edition
includes extensive notes suggestions for further reading appendices explaining political and military
terms and geographical and topographical names imperial family trees maps and an index the current
printing of the 2004 edition includes corrections and revisions made in 2008
The Annals 2004-09-01 a j woodman s translation combines accuracy and tacitean invention masterfully
conveying tacitus distinctive and powerful manner of expression and reflecting the best of current
scholarship an introductory essay discusses tacitus career the period about which he wrote the nature of
historical writing in the roman world and the principles of translation which have shaped this rendering
no other translation captures more successfully the flavor nuance and power of tacitus greatest work this
edition includes extensive notes suggestions for further reading appendices explaining political and
military terms and geographical and topographical names imperial family trees maps and an index the
current printing of the 2004 edition includes corrections and revisions made in 2008
Tacitus' Annals 2011 tacitus annals is the central historical source for first century c e rome but it has
also become a central text in the western literary political and even philosophical traditions from the
renaissance to the french and american revolutions and beyond this volume attempts to enhance the general
reader s understanding of why tacitus book is so remarkable that it has had such a profound effect across
the centuries
The Tacitus Encyclopedia 2023-05-24 the tacitus encyclopedia ist das einzige vollständige referenzwerk
seiner art im bereich der tacitus studien das zweibändige werk enthält mehr als 1 000 einträge zu jeder
person und jedem ort die in den erhaltenen werken des römischen historikers und politikers tacitus ca 56
120 n chr erwähnung finden in den von einem internationalen autorenteam verfassten beiträgen werden die
bei tacitus genannten personen und orte in den kontext eingeordnet und es werden ihre beziehungen zum
größeren taciteischen korpus aufgezeigt die einträge sind alphabetisch geordnet und mit querverweisen
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versehen sie enthalten allgemeine beschreibungen und hintergrundinformationen zu den in den texten
genannten stichworten zitate aus antiken quellen und der einschlägigen wissenschaft sowie empfehlungen zum
weiterlesen die enzyklopädie die als ausgangspunkt für weitere forschungen gedacht ist umfasst zudem 165
themenschwerpunkte in verbindung mit den tacitus studien darunter antike geschichtsschreibung geschichte
sozialgeschichte geschlecht und sexualität literaturkritik antike autoren rezeption und materielle kultur
dieses unverzichtbare nachschlagewerk bietet nicht nur einen umfassenden Überblick über die inhalte der
taciteischen schriften sondern darüber hinaus eine darstellung von rund 1 000 personen sowie 400 regionen
städten und orten geografischen und topologischen merkmalen einen verständlichen einstieg in die werke des
tacitus insbesondere die annalen historien agricola germania und dialogus de oratoribus für leserinnen und
leser mit unterschiedlichen vorkenntnissen die erörterung einer großen bandbreite an themen wie
geschlechterfragen sklaverei literaturgeschichte sowie der regentschaft einzelner herrscher eine
präsentation der wissenschaftlichen erforschung und rezeption von tacitus von der antike bis zur gegenwart
betrachtungen der wissenschaftlichen trends der aktuellen methodik und künftigen richtungen der tacitus
studien das werk the tacitus encyclopedia ist als druckfassung und als online version erhältlich es ist
ein unentbehrliches referenzwerk für studierende und forschende in den bereichen geschichte und
geschichtsschreibung klassische philologie kunstgeschichte sozialwissenschaften europäische
geistesgeschichte archäologie und romanistik
Chinese Annals in the Western Observatory 2019-11-18 since the beginning of the twentieth century hundreds
of thousands of documents of all sorts have been unearthed in china opening whole new fields of study and
transforming our modern understanding of ancient china while these discoveries have necessarily taken
place in china western scholars have also contributed to the study of these documents throughout this
entire period this book provides a comprehensive survey of the contributions of these western scholars to
the field of chinese paleography and especially to study of oracle bone inscriptions bronze and stone
inscriptions and manuscripts written on bamboo and silk each of these topics is provided with a
comprehensive narrative history of studies by western scholars as well as an exhaustive bibliography and
biographies of important scholars in the field it is also supplied with a list of chinese translations of
these studies as well as a complete index of authors and their works whether the reader is interested in
the history of ancient china ancient chinese paleographic documents or just in the history of the study of
china as it has developed in the west this book provides one of the most complete accounts available to
date
The Trial and Crucifixion of Jesus 2019 the authors of this volume set themselves one task to trace the
extra biblical primary texts that are relevant for understanding jesus trial and crucifixion with that
goal in mind the book is built on three major themes 1 jesus trial interrogation before the sanhedrin 2
jesus trial before pontius pilatus and 3 crucifixion as a method of execution in antiquity in
chronologically sequential order where possible the authors select and arrange an overwhelming amount of
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extra biblical primary texts 462 to be exact underneath these three categories 75 46 and 341 texts
respectively brian j wright in religious studies review
The Historians of Ancient Rome 2012 the historians of ancient rome is the most comprehensive collection of
ancient sources for roman history available in a single english volume after a general introduction on
roman historical writing extensive passages from more than a dozen greek and roman historians and
biographers trace the history of rome over more than a thousand years from the city s foundation by
romulus in 753 b c e livy to constantine s edict of toleration for christianity 313 c e selections include
many of the high points of rome s climb to world domination the defeat of hannibal the conquest of greece
and the eastern mediterranean the defeat of the catilinarian conspirators caesar s conquest of gaul antony
and cleopatra the establishment of the empire by caesar augustus and the roman peace under hadrian and
long excepts from tacitus record the horrors of the reigns of tiberius and nero the book is intended both
for undergraduate courses in roman history and for the general reader interested in approaching the romans
through the original historical sources hence excerpts of polybius livy and tacitus are extensive enough
to be read with pleasure as an exciting narrative now in its third edition changes to this thoroughly
revised volume include a new timeline translations of several key inscriptions such as the twelve tables
and additional readings this is a book which no student of roman history should be without
Traditions and Contexts in the Poetry of Horace 2002-05-16 this book explores the whole range of the
output of an exceptionally versatile and innovative poet from the epodes to the literary critical epistles
distinguished scholars of diverse background and interests introduce readers to a variety of critical
approaches to horace and to latin poetry close attention is paid throughout to the actual text of horace
with many of the chapters focusing on reading a single poem these close readings are then situated in a
number of different political philosophical and historical contexts the book sheds light not only on
horace but on the general problems confronting latinists in the study of augustan poetry and it will be of
value to a wide range of upper level latin students and scholars
History After Liberty 2017 examines tacitus understanding of political liberty through his portrayals of
roman emperors and senators
Tacitean Visual Narrative 2020-11-12 combining the studies of modern film traditional narratology and
roman art this interdisciplinary work explores the complex and highly visual techniques of tacitus annales
the volume opens with a discussion of current research in narratology as applied to roman historians
narratology is a helpful and insightful tool but is often inadequate to deal with specifically visual
aspects of ancient narrative in order to illuminate tacitus techniques and to make them speak to modern
readers this book focuses on drawing and illustrating parallels between tacitus historiographical methods
and modern film effects building on these premises waddell examines a wide array of tacitus visual
narrative devices tacitean examples are discussed in light of their narrative effect and purpose in the
annales as well as the ways in which they are similar to contemporary roman art and modern film techniques
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including focalization alignment use of the ambiguous gaze temporal suggestion and quick cutting through
this approach the modern scholar gains a deeper understanding of the many ways in which tacitus annales
act upon the reader and how his narrative technique helps to shape guide and deeply layer his history
The Tragedy of Coriolanus 2020-08-05 intended for a wide audience jan blits s edition of shakespeare s the
tragedy of coriolanus differs from other such editions by focusing upon ancient sources to highlight the
play s setting during the founding of the roman republic in doing so it sheds new light on both the action
of the play and the historical and political significance of its setting
Annals of the New York Stage.--Index to the Portraits in Odell's Annals of the New York Stage 1963 the
mackaye collection a supplemental bibliography 1761 1931 of material preserved at the darmouth college
library compiled chiefly from original sources in the archives of steele mackaye and percy mackaye by
marion morse mackaye
Annals of the New York Stage: 1857-1865 1970 this volume provides selected translations from the writings
of lu xiangshan wang yangming and the platform sutra a work which had profound influence on neo confucian
thought each of these three sections is preceded by an introduction that sketches important features of
the history biography and philosophy of the author and explores some of the main features and
characteristics of his work the range of genres represented letters recorded sayings essays meditations
and poetry provide the reader with insights into the philosophical and stylistic themes of this
fascinating and influential branch of neo confucian thought
Annals of an Era 1932 a wide ranging study of violence in latin literature across the spectrum of texts
and genres from plautus to prudentius
Readings from the Lu-Wang School of Neo-Confucianism 2009-03-15 hamlet s moment identifies a turning point
in the history of english drama and early modern political culture the moment when the business of
politics became a matter of dramatic representation drama turned from open military conflict to diplomacy
and court policy from the public contestation of power to the technologies of government tragedies of
state turned into tragedies of state servants inviting the public to consider politics as a profession to
imagine what it meant to have a political career by staging intelligence derived from diplomatic sources
and by inflecting the action and discourse of their plays with a machiavellian style of political analysis
playwrights such as shakespeare jonson chapman and marston transformed political knowledge into a more
broadly useful type of cultural capital something even people without political agency could deploy in
conversation and use in claiming social distinction in hamlet s moment the public stage created the
political competence that enabled the rise of the modern public sphere
Annals of Scholarship 1990 a new translation and commentary of the analects for contemporary audiences
winner of the 2019 aldo and jeanne scaglione prize for a translation of a scholarly study of literature
presented by the modern language association the analects of confucius is arguably the single most
influential work of china s cultural heritage in this new english translation peimin ni accomplishes the
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rare feat of simultaneously providing a faithful translation of the text offering his own reading based on
gongfu practice perspective and presenting major alternative readings to help the reader understand how
diverse interpretations and controversies arise in addition to the inclusion of the original chinese text
ni adds a comprehensive introduction a discussion of key terms annotations and extensive cross references
in doing so ni makes the text accessible and engaging for today s audience peimin ni is professor of
philosophy at grand valley state university his books include moral cultivation and confucian character
engaging joel j kupperman coedited with chenyang li also published by suny press
Annals of the New York Stage: 1850-1857 1970 addressing classicists philosophers students and general
readers alike this volume emphasizes the unity of seneca s work and his originality as a translator of
stoic ideas in the literary forms of imperial rome it features a vitalizing diversity of contributors from
different generations disciplines and research cultures several prominent seneca scholars publishing in
other languages are for the first time made accessible to anglophone readers
Texts and Violence in the Roman World 2018-04-05 this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars
and students of the ancient world find reliable sources of information by directing them to the best
available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal
articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on
the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which
sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated a
reader will discover for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic and the most
important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic in classics as in other
disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly information and this
guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need this
ebook is just one of many articles from oxford bibliographies online classics a continuously updated and
growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through the scholarship and other
materials relevant to the study of classics oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines
within the social science and humanities for more information visit aboutobo com
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 1970-03 stefan szymik analyses new
testament texts in terms of polemic and anti epicurean rhetoric to what extent and how did epicurus and
his philosophical thought influence the first christian churches how did christians react to epicureanism
although the new testament only includes one account of an encounter between the apostle paul and the
epicureans acts 17 18 the probability of their contacts was high given the popularity of epicureanism in
the roman empire in the first century ce as a vital component of hellenistic roman culture epicureanism
should be taken into account in research on the new testament becoming a point of reference and part of
the content of comparative analyses
Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases 1961 practical leadership for difficult times from a crisis management
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expert who has led response teams through the 9 11 pentagon attack nfl on field medical emergencies and
the war in ukraine dr thom mayer knows first hand that true leadership stems from our actions not our
positions especially in times of crisis drawing on his experiences heading the 9 11 pentagon rescue
efforts dealing with on field emergencies in the nfl he was at damar hamlin s bedside after his injury
training mobile response medical teams in ukraine and more mayer covers such topics as why trust is vital
for innovation the critical role of failure in devising new ways of leading how questions fuel innovative
action why every leader should have the title chief story teller the importance of distinguishing between
data knowledge and wisdom each chapter begins with a provocative and seemingly contradictory statement
like the book s title and includes stories historical examples and literary lessons selected to guide
pragmatic and practical solutions leadership is worthless because it is something you say a noun but
leading is priceless because it is a verb it is the things we do that make a difference from pentagon
generals to corporate ceos to football players on the field to parents driving their kids to school mayer
shows how leaders ensure that their actions will help others to succeed
Hamlet's Moment 2016-04-28 traces the course of atlantean civilization through its three empires as well
as the colonies and outposts formed by its survivors in egypt göbekli tepe india mesopotamia the
mediterranean and north and south america shows how pyramids and other megalithic monuments testify to the
survival of a sacred science of atlantean origin and how this sacred science provided the foundation for
esoteric traditions and secret societies throughout the ages draws on more than 500 ancient and modern
sources and the author s own personal exploration of hundreds of archaeological sites exploring more than
100 000 years of earth s history marco vigato combines recent discoveries in the the fields of archaeology
geology anthropology and genetics with the mystery teachings of antiquity to investigate the true origins
of civilization establishing the historical and geological reality of atlantis stretching all the way back
to 432 000 bce he traces the course of atlantean civilization through its three empires revealing how
civilization rose and fell several times over this lengthy span of time the author shows that atlantis did
not vanish in one terrible day and night but survived in a variety of different forms well into the
historical era he reveals how the the first atlantean civilization lasted from 432 000 to 35 335 bce the
second one from 21 142 to 10 961 bce and the third atlantis civilization the one celebrated by plato
collapsed in 9600 bce after the younger dryas cataclysm the author examines the role of atlantean
survivors in restarting civilization in different parts of the world from göbekli tepe and egypt to india
mesopotamia and the americas he personally documents their colonies and outposts around the globe offering
unique views of the colossal network of pyramids earthen mounds and other megalithic monuments they le
behind he shows how these monuments testify to the survival of a sacred science of atlantean origin and he
documents the survival of the primeval atlantean tradition through various secret societies into the
modern era drawing on more than 500 ancient and modern sources and sharing never before seen photographs
from his own personal exploration of hundreds of archaeological sites around the world vigato shows not
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only that atlantis was real but that the whole world is now being called to become a new atlantis and
awaken into a new golden age
Annals of the New York Stage: 1821-1834 1970 this book analyzes the deep historical and theoretical roots
of self directed learning models in order to put forward a new conceptual understanding of self directed
learning it utilizes philosophical methods to present arguments both historical and contemporary in favor
of shifting education toward self directed models and away from a view of education that places teachers
administration curriculum and standards at the center of the learning endeavor this book demonstrates that
self directed learning has proven to be effective in numerous contexts and builds on this history to
present a new philosophy of education termed eudemonic self directed learning for individual and societal
flourishing exploring exemplars from different cultural and historical settings to inform post pandemic
pedagogies and policies this book will appeal to scholars and researchers of the history and philosophy of
education with interests in self directed learning and its potential for contemporary practice
Pediatric Annals 1985 medicine is an ancient profession that advances as each generation of practitioners
passes it down it remains a distinguished flawed and rewarding vocation but it may be coming to an end as
we know it computer algorithms promise patients better access safer therapies and more predictable
outcomes technology reduces costs helps design more effective and personalized treatments and diminishes
fraud and waste balanced against these developments is the risk that medical professionals will forget
that their primary responsibility is to their patients not to a template of care written for anyone who
has considered a career in health care and for any patient who has had an office visit where a provider
spent more time with data entry than with them this book weighs the benefits of emerging technologies
against the limitations of traditional systems to envision a future where both doctors and patients are
better informed consumers of health care tools
The Journal of Classics Teaching 2005 nowadays beliefs rule the day personal truth is more important than
the truth in one study more than 91 percent of the respondents couldn t tell the difference between
opinion and fact for them in other words opinions are facts and beliefs are truth in believing is seeing
former abc news science editor and harvard physics instructor dr michael guillen explains how every aspect
of the human experience from science to religion is powered by one thing faith that includes your
worldview powered by faith by beliefs you can t prove it dictates how you see everything and everyone all
the time believing is seeing are your beliefs true or untrue is your faith enlightened or misguided the
answers to those questions reveal whether your current worldview is dangerous or dependable as dr guillen
explains in the pages of this book what you believe is not just a matter of what s true or not true it s a
matter of life and death
Examination Regulations 2007 offers a new perspective on the relationship between religion and the
creation of the first chinese empires heaven is empty offers a new comparative perspective on the role of
the sacred in the formation of china s early empires 221 bce 9 ce and shows how the unification of the
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central states was possible without a unitary and universalistic conception of religion the cohesive
function of the ancient mediterranean cult of the divinized ruler was crucial for the legitimization of
rome s empire across geographical and social boundaries eventually reelaborated in christian terms it came
to embody the timelessness and universality of western conceptions of legitimate authority while
representing an analytical template for studying other ancient empires filippo marsili challenges such
approaches in his examination of the reign of emperor wu of the han 141 87 bce wu purposely drew from
regional traditions and tried to gain the support of local communities through his patronage of local
cults he was interested in rituals that envisioned the monarch as a military leader who directly
controlled the land and its resources as a means for legitimizing radical administrative and economic
centralization in reconstructing this imperial model marsilire interprets fragmentary official accounts in
light of material evidence and noncanonical and recently excavated texts in bringing to life the courts
battlefields markets shrines and pleasure quarters of early imperial china heaven is empty provides a
postmodern and postcolonial reassessment of religion before the arrival of buddhism and challenges the
application of greco roman and abrahamic systemic identitary and exclusionary notions of the sacred to the
analysis of pre christian and non western realities heaven is empty is a tour de force it reveals marsili
s bold vision of early chinese religion and his deft use of critical theory the book will inspire scholars
of early china for generations to come miranda brown author of the politics of mourning in early china and
the art of medicine in early china the ancient and medieval origins of a modern archive
Understanding the Analects of Confucius 2017-02-07 this ebook is a selective guide designed to help
scholars and students of the ancient world find reliable sources of information by directing them to the
best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal
articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on
the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which
sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated a
reader will discover for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic and the most
important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic in classics as in other
disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly information and this
guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need this
ebook is just one of many articles from oxford bibliographies online classics a continuously updated and
growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through the scholarship and other
materials relevant to the study of classics oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines
within the social science and humanities for more information visit aboutobo com
Seneca Philosophus 2014-09-23 discover la dolce vita on this grand tour of xml namespace prefix st1 ns urn
schemas microsoft com office smarttags italy s historic capital told through 30 dramatic true stories
spanning nearly 3 000 years plus detailed walking tours complete with easy to read maps from the curia
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pompei site of julius caesar s assassination in 44 bc to the borgia apartments in the vatican see the real
life places where history happened in this richly illustrated guide along with infamous power games
between heroes and villains you will find rome s smart and powerful women such as agrippina st agnes
margherita artemisia and more then relax like goethe and keats at the café greco rome s chicest coffee bar
since 1760 or visit the palazzo colonna the site of audrey hepburn s roman holiday
Early Christianity: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-05-01 tasan chŏng yagyong 1762 1836
is one of the most creative thinkers korea has ever produced one of the country s first christians and a
leading scholar in confucian philosophy born in a staunchly neo confucian society in his early twenties he
encountered writings by catholic missionaries in china and was fascinated however when he later learned
that the catholic church condemned the confucian practice of placing a spirit tablet on a family altar to
honor past generations he left the small catholic community he had helped found and ostensibly returned to
the neo confucian fold nevertheless the christian ideas he studied in his youth influenced his thinking
for the rest of his life stimulating him to look at neo confucianism with a critical eye and suggest new
solutions to problems confucian scholars had been addressing for centuries a korean confucian s advice on
how to be moral is an annotated translation of tasan s commentaries on the confucian classic zhongyong
usually translated as the doctrine of the mean in which he applies both confucianism and christianity to
the question of how to best develop a moral character written as a dialogue with king chŏngjo r 1776 1800
these texts reveal how tasan interpreted his confucian tradition particularly its understanding of how
human beings could cultivate morality while the king s questions illustrate the mainstream neo
confucianism tasan was reacting against tasan challenged the non theistic standard insisting that living a
moral life is not easy and that we need to be motivated to exert the effort necessary to overcome our
selfish tendencies he had abandoned his faith by the time he wrote these commentaries but influenced by
catholic works and determined to find a more effective way to live a moral life than non theistic neo
confucianism provided tasan constructed a confucian philosophy of moral improvement centered on belief in
god this translation helpfully annotated for context and analysis is an exploration of early korean
engagement with the west and a powerful guide to all those interested in confucianism christianity and
morality
Anti-Epicurean Polemics in the New Testament Writings 2023-10-09 an exceptional contribution to the
teaching and study of chinese thought this anthology provides fifty eight selections arranged
chronologically in five main sections han thought chinese buddhism neo confucianism late imperial
confucianism and the twentieth century the editors have selected writings that have been influential that
are philosophically engaging and that can be understood as elements of an ongoing dialogue particularly on
issues regarding ethical cultivation human nature virtue government and the underlying structure of the
universe within those topics issues of contemporary interest such as chinese ideas about gender and the
experiences of women are brought to light introductions to each main section provide an overview of the
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period while brief headnotes to selections highlight key points the translations are the works of many
distinguished scholars and were chosen for their accuracy and accessibility especially for students
general readers and scholars who do not read chinese special effort has been made to maintain consistency
of key terms across translations also included are a glossary bibliography index of names and an index
locorum of the four books
Leadership Is Worthless...But Leading Is Priceless 2024-04-09
The Empires of Atlantis 2021-12-21
Theoretical and Historical Evolutions of Self-Directed Learning 2023-04-14
Technology and the Doctor-Patient Relationship 2019-08-13
Believing Is Seeing 2021-09
Heaven Is Empty 2018-11-01
Tacitus: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-05
Chronicles of Old Rome 2012-08-01
A Korean Confucian’s Advice on How to Be Moral 2023-04-30
Readings in Later Chinese Philosophy 2014-09-03
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